
With rising inflation, expenses are getting more expensive. Food prices have risen, as well as oil prices. For those
with tight budgets and who need reliable connections for work and online classes, this is where Piso wifi comes in.
So what is Piso wifi? Piso wifi provides an internet connection for an affordable price. It is perfect for those who
want a strong internet connection without breaking the bank. Four things you need to know about Piso wifi are the
following: that it is a form of passive income, it requires low capital and other things.

Passive Income
The first thing you should know about Piso wifi is that it is a form of passive income. So what exactly is passive
income, and how does passive income work?
Passive income is income that requires low effort to maintain. With passive income, you are not exchanging your
time for money like you might do at a 9-to-5 job. Passive income also comes from earnings from a rental property,
limited partnership, or other enterprises in which a person is not actively involved. Passive income can be taxed, as
stated by Investopedia.
Passive income boosts a work-from-home and be-your-own-boss professional lifestyle.
In the case of Piso wifi, Piso wifi is a form of passive income because you are using your resource (the Piso wifi
vending machine). With Piso wifi, you can also work from home and hold your time because you have an asset at
your disposal.

Low Capital
Piso wifi requires you to set up a machine. You can use the machine for Piso wifi to provide wifi connection to up to
100 users, with a range of 100 meters, and it can still be extended upon purchasing the wifi extender add-ons. The
Piso wifi machine can operate without any staff, and it requires low capital for it to run.
The capital for you to start running your own Piso wifi business is low. There are packages concerning the Piso wifi
business.
These include:
SET A: WIFI VENDING MACHINE ONLY
₱ 26,000.00
SET B: WIFI VENDING MACHINE PLUS STANDEE AND CASE
₱ 34,500.00
Add Ons
NMS - (to monitor your sales online & personal configuration): ₱ 2,500 (paid yearly)
Multiple Charging Station: ₱ 7,500
Wifi Extender: ₱ 2,800.00

Product Specification
Housing Material: ABS plastic
WAN Interface: 1X RJ45 Port
Antennas: 1 X Wi-Fi(Built-in)
LCD: 4-line, 128X64 pixel, backlight supported, shock resistance > 4,000N

Product Inclusions
1x Buzz wifi Manual
1 x Power Brick
1 x Buzz wifi Unit

Features:
Brand: NEXT
Warranty policy (optional) : 3 months manufacturing warranty includes replacement of parts
1-year service warranty
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In comparison to the capital required to set up other businesses, Piso wifi has an affordable roster.

New Business
In the Philippines, entrepreneurship is booming. All kinds of new businesses boom there all the time. There is a lot
of room for discovering new kinds of businesses that you can profit from. Piso wifi is a new type of business as it is a
self-service coin-operated Internet system that caters to people trying to stay connected while on the go. Piso wifi
offers free wifi access and a fast internet connection. For one (1) hour, you can pay 1 peso.

Location
Piso wifi requires you to use a self-service coin-operated machine. It is a business that suits those who want to hold
their own time and work from home. For optimal internet strength, however, Piso wifi requires you to make use of a
building or location where you can put some network equipment and computers for your customers to use.
If there is an existing building or location that you can use, then that will be even better.

Wrapping Up
The Piso wifi business model is great for those who want to earn more without spending eight (8) hours on work. It
requires low capital and an accessible location, and it is also a new kind of business in the Philippines.
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